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Unexpecting skiers are ambushed by roll-o-matic team in the Wasatch Mountains of Utah.

Kransco Rocks
Wham-O

- lflEFPA QETS LEGS
-

by Bill Wright
 

This winter was quite, chilly in
San Gabriel, California.

The acquisition of Whamo-O
manufacturing by Kransco Cor-
poration lead to the first major .

changes in its disc related struc-
ture. Survived by Dan “Stork”
Roddick and George Sappen-
‘field, the current staff is only a
portion of the_starting cast. No

more IFA, no more Frisbee
World Magazine, but a single
tournament.

Perhaps it_ was a long time
coming for Wham-o to step back
and take a sporting look at
things. Perhaps the membersin-
dicated slow down for the new
band of accountants. But the
result is a golden opportunity for

See Page 6
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THE less NEW WORLD TOUR

It’s in the hands of the FPA

 

 

Discraft
Supports
Tour

For the second year in a row
Discraft Products is contributing
discs to the FPA to raise money.
Discraft has always made it clear
thattheybelievein the players of
the sport. More and more
players are using Discraft’s Sky-
Stylerfor freestylebecauseof the
mutual support of manufacturer
and player.

The FPA was formed in 1978
by its current director Dave
Marini to develop a competitive
sport and represent players in-
terests. Players are encouraged
to communicate their ideas and
suggestions for judging stan-
dards and tournament formats.
Together players and directors
work towards producing the
finest in new creative entertain-
ment.
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FPA MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Currently the FPA is going

through changes in its policies,
becoming a more advanced or-

ganization. This form presents a
fresh start, no one is currently a
member.The FPA is offering the

following two choices for your
convenience. You must be a
member of the FPA to compete
in FPA Sanctioned Events.

D I would like a one year membership for $8.00.
Includes: 4 issues of the FPA Forum

1 1983 New World Tour Sky—styler
Membership Card

Send to:
FPA, Box 9552, Rochester, NY 14604
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EDITORS NOTE: The following
are the opinions of two topfreestyle competitors. They
believe their suggestions for
modifying the current judging
system are shared by a majority
of freestyle enthusiasts. These
opinions are not necessarily
those held by the I-‘PA FORUM
but we do hope they will spark
your thoughts about the con-
troversy of freestyle judging.
Please send any response to
FORUM.
 

A New Format for
FreestyleJudging

by M. Curtis
 

When I consider freestyle
judging, I look to the structure of
othersports and arts. My favorite
events to watch are ‘pairs ice
dancing, individual figure
skating, gymnastics of all kinds,
ballet, modern dance, skiing,
pro-football, and tennis.

I particularly notice the struc-
ture of judging and the quality of
performance in gymnastics "and
ice skating events. Frisbee
players can learn from the ex-
perience of other sports. We
might save ourselves a lot of time
and grief if we take advantage of
what other sports have to offer
with their long histories.

First, there is an overall struc-
ture in all performing arts and
sports that present the audience
with the best aspects of the
event. Strict adherence to time
schedules and excellent organ-
ization with cooperation from.’
participants and event managers
makes these events more en-
joyable to the audience.

I propose a judging system
that will yield immediate results
and involve the audience. I
would like to see three areas of
judging withthreejudges in each
area. I would break up the judg-
ing categories as follows: 1) dif-
ficulty, 2) execution (note — this
is not presentation, strictly ex-
ecution), 3) artistic presentation.

The difficulty section would be
revised to accommodate new
moves and set standard point
values for standard moves. The
player’s difficulty score would
also assess the risk factor in-
volved. The sport of frisbee suf-
fers becausejudges fail to assign
a standard number of points to
specific moves.

When gymnast Olga Korbut
does a flip on the balance beam,
the judges do not try and figure
out how difficult it was, they
know. Granted, frisbee has a dif-
ferent set of problems, but we
would eliminate a great deal of
the subjectivity and guessworkof
difficulty judging if we had a
general sense of how each move
should be scored. Consistency is
the key to freestyle routine
evaluation.

Another problem relative to
difficulty is assessing the risk fac-
tor of a particular move. For ex-
ample, if you did an against the
grain pullout with mega-spin,
you might get a score of 2.5. But
if you did the same move off a
set that left you no spin and you
still pulled the move off, you
should receive a higher score,
because there was more risk in-
volved in your move.

Execution shouldbe judged
according to a mathematical
system, rather than a system of
plus and minuses. The system
we have for execution is a good
one. Three points are subtracted

 

for every blatant, unmistakable
drop or any throw that goesstraight into the ground. Two
points are deducted for a drop
thatwas in the hand, but fell out, '

a series of baubles, a pancake
catch or any combination of er-
rors thatdo not quite add up to a
drop. (Note a series of
baubles can add up to a drop
score of three).

One point is taken off for an
obvious baubleor stutter with the
disc. I add one point if a player
makes an error, but corrects the
disc with a great save. If you
notice a small bauble that does
not effect the move severly, .5 is
subtracted.

When you are done, you add
up the numbers and subtract
them from a hundred. That’s all
there is to it and its simple to
keep track of mistakes if you
watch closely.

You may ask, “What about a
catch where the player had to
adjust quickly, or what if the
player dropped an incredible
move from an unbelievableset?”
These are questions.of elements
and gradations of risk, and risk is
difficulty. I don't want _tobastardize execution scores with
anything else.

Artistic presentation is the
positive side of execution and
the most subjective of all
categories. Points should be
awarded for moves which con-
tain elements of style and flair,
choreography (which is simply
any planned movement that in-
corporates music to accentuate
mood or effect), originality and
continuity.

Points would be subtracted for
"bad play”, which might include
obscene language, repetition,
picking up a drop and trying to
re-catch it, harrassing thejudges,
etc. I haven’t had time to figure

 

out a mathematical system for
this category, but the emphasis
should be on positive points, not
negative. You could start with a
base score of zero and add
points (thereverse of execution).
Artistic presentation is the most
subjective of all categories, but it
is necessary because it accounts
for something not present in
either of the other categories,
and it is a palpable entity when
experienced in a performance.
Call it flow, call it whatever, it’s
there, and it needs to be
represented in any kind of score
you attach to the event.

Words may not do justice, but
I know any player or audience
member can see when a move
has been done especially well.
Though subjective, this category
also calls for plain common
sense.

The entire format of judging
requires change. Three.pools of
judges are needed, with three
judges in each pool. These pools
should be separated from theau-
dience and players by pylons
and should also be roped off. In
addition, each category should
be separated from the others.
NO ONE is allowed inside the
judging areas except the head
judge of each pool. This is my
idea of a safety catch. A head
judge is assigned to each
category. This person may be a
player, but is not playing in this
tournament or this event. The
head judge also judges, but only
to compare against the regular
judges; his score is not added irr-
to the final score.

After each team has per-
formed, the head judge waits for
the results from his judging
team. If any are off-base or
unusual, he checks it against his
own score (as well as that of the
other judges). The first team of

1983 Ft. CollinsNationalEPA Meet whei

players may be judged verbally
in addition to written judging to
ensure that all judges are seeing
the same things. Questions
should be vocalized immediately
if possible — ie. “What was that?
An against the grain pass to
legover?” “No, that was a
regular control pass to a
legover.”

As each routine ends, the
head judge gets the scores
AFTER the judge has re-
checked his or her arithmetic.
The head judge checks the math
once more on a calculator and
averages the three scores. A
very large card would’ be raised
stating the results

.

of each
catagory. Each head judge goes
through this same procedure,
which is very similar to olympic
and professional ice skaters.

This system has many advan-
tages.

The player knows his or her
score immediately. If there are
any discrepancies, the player
can question the head judge.

The audienceknows the score
immedately. This is a very im-
portant and overlooked fact.
The audience wantsto know
what is going on. Many tour-
naments end late with no one in
the crowd knowing who won or
lost. Also, the audience can
follow the teams more easilyand.
cheer for their favorite. Au-
dience reaction is important and
if the crowd boos and hisses the
judging of a team, I thinkthatis a
sufficient reason to go back
through the scores and re-check
everything.

Scores are known immediate-
ly. You find out who won after
the event is over. No waiting for
2 hours. Collect your trophy
now while the audienceis still in-
terested and everyone knows

 

who you are.
Each team is aware of the high

score theyhave to beat. This can
bring out the best in any com-‘
petitive situation.

There are some other con-
siderations I would like to men-
tion. First is the concept of a per-
formance ring. We really have
this already, but it could become
a standard size so that players
will always be assured of a
minimum amount of performing
space.

Practice areas should be
located away from the perfor-
mance ring. The crowd should
be focused on one event at a.
time and players deserve to
receive full attention while they
perform. Does Barishnikovprac-
tice on the sides of the stage
while Makarova does her solo?
Does Dorothy Hammill have a
practice ice rink while other
skaters compete? Of course not!
These events deal with limited
space, but there is also'a matter
of professionalism. These
athletes are practiced, warmed
up, and ready. They have
specific times to practice and
specific times to perform. When
they are done, they receive their
applause and leave the arena.

Professionalism, in many
ways, is the key to a better sport.
Did you know that pro football
players get fined for not having
their shirts tucked in and socks
pulled up? These are extreme
examples, but they are good
ones.

Maybe one of the most impor-
tantareas which we need to im-
prove on, is getting judges in
their seats when they are called
on. Time schedules are impor-
tant to a successful event and
what do you thinkthe audience
thinks when judges are called
and no one shows up? They



think players are irresponsible.
They thinkfrisbee is flaky. That's
not how it should be.

Players, too, should not have
to be under thepressure of being
told they must play at 1 p.m.,
then have to wait out the
weather, the general anxiety,
and their nerves until 2 p.m.

Perhaps the head judges
should be paid and the other
judges should be notified of their
judging schedules early in the
morning.

Everyone likes to see the best
play possible. These are simply
guidelines which I think might
work. Hopefully, they have got-
ten you to react in some way,either positively or negatively. I
hope that they have gotten youmainly to think about judging
and about the state of frisbee.
Maybeyou have some ideas too.
Together we will come up with a
terrific system for judging.

After planning for a crowds,
dealing withsponsors and adver-
tising, and also being a player,
I've come to one conclusion:Ac-
ting professional will get you pro-
fessional respect and a profes-
sional sport. 

iere about 3,000 spectators enjoy day #1.

Juding needs

a face lift

In the FPA Competition
Manual under judging systems it
states, “We are still at the begin-
ning in terms of evaluating
systems. None of the systems
within this manual represent the
last word on the subject.” Taking
this into consideration I would
like to suggest some changes to
improve the existing judging
system and better evaluate
todays mode of freestyle.

I propose that execution and
presentation become separate
judging categories and that ar-
tistic impression become part of
a new presentation category.
Under the existing system
presentation judges are not able
to give attention to all the
elements of presentation
because of the categories broad
nature. '

In the past, presentation
scores have reflected the level of
execution almost solely while ig-
noring other elements of presen-
tation such as flow, creativity
and variety. The two categories
have become extremely impor-
tant to freestyle and thus should
be justly evaluated. By
separating the two categories
judges will be able to focus and
give their deserved attention to
two important aspects of
freestyle.

The most severe and visible
presentation errors are those of
execution. Because of this I
believe execution warrants a
category unto itself. This

category should have a value of
10 and be scored similar to the
existing presentation category.
Over the past few years, com-
mon numerical values have been
assigned to errors in execution.
The more severe the error the
greater the deduction. For ex-
ample a bad throw,which is one
of the most severe execution er-
rors, gets a deduction of three or
four. Drops, depending on their
severity, get deductions of two

response?

Further questions or comments:

-——_._.._._——_._—_.——._——¢——..___._.——.____.______,__.________.
or three. Other assorted execu-
tion errors, like bobble, get
deductions from two. These
deductions are then added up,
subtracted from 100 and divided
by 10 to get a final execution
score between 0-10. Judging of
theexecution category is well ac-
cepted among players because
of the arithmaticscheme used to
computate the final score. Ex-
ecution has developed into an
extremely objective category

READER RESPONSE CARD

Please fill out and return to: FPA FORUM
‘ PO Box 2412

Ft. Collins, CO 80522

This survey will help establish judging changes to be decided in the near future. (Deadline May 15)

1. Does the FPA Judging System need a change?
2. Should the FPA System use score cards for an immediate judging

3. Should execution become a separate category?
4. In the past two seasons difficulty scores have been much lower

than presentation scores. Does this reflect poor judging methods?

5. Should players he more restricted to time limitations? (Penalized for
performing over or under the set time by a certain degree.)

6. Should apparel be evaluated in the presentation category?
7. Should environmental situations be reflected in the Judging System?
8. Should videotape judging be considered?

 

 

leaving little room for personal
opinion.

While the execution category
should be judged objectively,the
presentation category requires
subjective evaluation. The
presentation judge would look
for movement (or flow),creativi-
ty and innovation, choreo-
graphy, use of music, variety,
repetition and the overall impact
of the routine as a whole.

Together the presentation
judges should work together to
score the routines, by awarding
the best presented routine the
highest score, and making sure
the difference in scores between
any two routines reflect the
degree that one was better
presented than the other.

_

The subjectivity necessary
when evaluatingpresentation re-
quires a high degree of respon-
sibility and flexibility from the
judges. It takes group effort and
discussion betweenthepresenta-
tion judges to come up with the
best possible scores. Everyone
has their ideal conception of
what a freestyle routine should
look like, no ones ideal is better
than the others, so every judges
opinion should be respected.

The difficulty category has
consistently been burdened with
scores that on a one to 10 scale
rarely reach five. We must
remember that we are judging_
current state of the art freestyle,
combinations of today and not
tomorrow.

I suggest one of two methods
to improve difficulty evaluation:
Firstly, the scores given to each
possession of the disc should be
higher, or, secondly, that the
score for each possession be
chosen from a range of 1-5 (in-
stead of 1-10) and then,after the
scores have been added up and
averaged, the final score is
multiplied by two. Judging .by
either of these two methods
would better reflect state of the
art risk and also increase thepre-
sent margin between the most
difficult routines and those of
lesser difficulty. Thus the high
risk players will be more justly
rewarded. See page 7
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Continued from pg. 1
player organizations and tourna-
ment directors to fill a gap
vacated by the number one
manufacturer.

The FreestylePlayers Associa-
tion is one of the most important
organizations that now exists in
the world of frisbee. Supporting
theirown independent tour since
1980, they now _have the only
frisbee tour.

Although always exsisting
_

on
the brink of collapse because of
lack of organizational support,
the FPA has never had problems
turning out top notch events with
thebest of performers. Events in
Santa Cruz, Texas, Minneapolis,
North Carolina, Colorado’ and

c

' has some established centers‘ ofSanoma are unsurpassed.
Granted the ground work waslaid by Wham-o, but growthwas

some small

discounted from the beginning.
So began the FPA with strong

’ player support at tournaments,
the organization. Dave Marini,
founder and director of the FPA,
has struggled constantly with
pressures to make thingshappen
. . . by himself. Players around
the country have bickered,com-
plained and shown disrespect for

--the FPA system."Just showing.
up at‘ events’ and _expectingdollars, press,‘ crowds, an ac-
curate judging system and con-
gratulations doesn’t cut it in the
infancy of a sport. ‘ ‘

Freestyle .frisbee has taken
steps towards

becoming organized. Freestyle
growth that will be our -pacifiers
until a major sponsor grabs’-the
hot package. Already talk is
spreading for a Tom Schott

 
    
 
 
   
  

organized national tour. Talks
will take, place in late March to
determine the FPA’s role in what

but with nothing in the depths of could be a very major profes-
sional tour. Miller Beer is said to
be 100 percent behind the 1983
Santa Cruz event. They are go-
ing big time this year trying to fill
Spartan Stadiums 22,000 seat
capacity. Down south, Chris “big
bucks” Baker plans an even big-
ger purse than last years $5,000
all time high. Colorado has
secured a favorable date, July 2,
3 for its big event. Although

.there are no sponsors yet, there
will be a minimum of $2,000 in
prizes available. An other impor-
tant tournament for freestylists is

- in Minneapolis. There is always
“an excite_d crowd, good produc-
- _tion, and talented people. These

are some of the developments
this past winter has broughtus.

How to
rate
your jam 
 

by Skippy Jammer
 

You just finished jamming
heavilyand walk away stoked to
the max. You did gitis. You gotphlaud. You even pulled off a
triple blind against the brain
torque invertor to a huge gitositis
brush followed by a screaming
dileneator. “Wow”!! You ex-
claim, “That. was great”!! But
how great was it? Well thanks to
the marvels of science and com-
putation you can now find out
exactly how heanus you really
got.

The system of Jam Evaluation
is made up of the following

set of jammers. These jammers
are getting outrageously biff,
pulling off impossible moves and
dropping nothing. Not only that,

_

but they have the correct jam-
ming apparel and portable stereo
with nothingbut thebestsounds.
If you were to give these
theoretical jammers a con-
glomerate rating it would be
somewhere between 35 and 40,
granting it the distinction of a
ridiculously serious genius jam.
When a jam like this occurs,you’ll notice that no-one else is
jamming anymore and peoplebegin announcing their retire-
ment.

Now to elaborate on the in-
dividual catagories.

‘Execution is simply defined
as a drop/completion ratio. Yet
the catagory requires a more ac-
curate computation. To more
comprehensively define the ex-
ecution equation the formula
must also include “The’s” and
the general level of Biffness as
stated by the equation:

 

 

catagories:
1) Execution [(1-)2+A](Da+A) _2) Diversity —1/B:—" Q
3) BiffnessBy4)usir:§ptleil:a<r:ll:n you can

This means that ml-hers”
measure how hot your jam really
was. E’ “,5

E § § S fa‘.-E_ E 5‘ 3365
Execution 1 2 3 4 5

g

6 7 8

Diversity 1 — 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Intensity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
._..j.j..._____j

Music 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Wardrobe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
square , W! e yt e number

A conglomeratescore is made
by applying each catagory’s
value and adding them together.
From 0-4 is considered “Not a
Jam." A Miserable Jam would
have a conglomerate score bet-
ween 5 and 9. A Very Hurting
Jam would score between 10
and 14. A Moderate Jam would
be between 15 and 19, etc.

By using this chart, you can
now go up to some jammers that
are just finished jamming and
prove to them how good or bad
their jam really was. As an ex-
ample, two jammers just walk off
the field totally amazed at how
hot they just were. But in fact,
you know their jam only had a
conglomerate rating. of 15. This
represents extreme moderation.
It is now your job to inform them
how moderate they really were.
Oh sure, they may have done
big narley gitis. But their ward-
robes were utterly embarassing
and their music was the pits.
Now take for instance a different
%?NNfi 

This winter the realization of
' needed support has_ begun to
filter through the disc world. The
NEW FPA FORUM is one of the
developemnts. The Forum is the
voice of all who participate in the
organization or performance of
Freestyle Frisbee events. Con-
tribute your voice in the form of
articles, pictures and the Open
Forum for youropinions. We’ll
do our best to make sure your
voice is heard. It’s time to make
that mental invitation of seasons
and time to bring this great sport
to the eyes of the world. Send
your information‘to: '

FPA FORUM
Box 2412
Ft. Collins, CO 80524

of attempts, times drops cubed,
divided by the number of at-
tempts, divided by the reciprocal
of Biffness equals the quality of
execution. If you memorize this
formula you can calculate a
score immediately following a
jam.

‘Diversity is the number of
moves and catches thatare com-
pleted. The more different
moves that are completed, the
higher the diversity rating.

Ulntensity is a somewhat sub-
jective rating but it can also be
calculated with a certain degree ‘

of accuracy.Afterthejam, simp-ly remove your shirt and wring it
out into a flask. If the contents
are sizeable, you can determine
things were at least serious. If
you’re not wearing a T-shirt, use
your socks.

Music is also somewhat sub-
jective, but it should still meet the
following criteris; if it appeals to a
wide audience it is probably
unacceptable. If the music seems
to enhance movement then it is
productive. For jammers who
are beginners at this, just go and
buy some talking heads tapes
and you’ll be safe.

The most critical catagory is
wardrobe. This is where many a
hot jam fails. You’ve got to look
exciting. The idea is to look like
you can do ‘a gitis standing still.
Also incorporated into this
catagory is the “Tan”. If you
don’t have a tan forget it, No
matter what you do, it just won’t

* seem as impressive without a
tan.- .-

These are the basiccelements
for a Hot Jam, so if you’re just
starting out, practice this and
before you know it you’ll be get-
ting tc-taly hot. And most of all
don’t forget to be Narley while
getting Biff (or vis versa).
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Hello,
FPA ‘People

Good luck in all endeavors
this year. I have noticed that
many stylers are gluing nail upon
nail upon nail. This brings the
disc very far away from the
finger and destroys the ‘nail’
theory opposed to devices —-

such as thimbles.
I propose that this type of ar-

tificial means is as illegal as
devices and should be outlawed
or devices should once again be
allowed.

Tom Monroe

World disc
flies

The World Disc Champion-
ships, historically held at Santa
Cruz, have always been an en-
joyable event for players and
spectators alike. The quality of
freestyle is better at World Disc
than at any other tournament all
year long. These freestyle
finalists received $1300 last
year; we feel this figure should
be substantially increased. This
matter should be discussed be-
tween the managementof World
Disc and several FPA represen-
tatives.

j 

Continued from pg. 5
To enhance audience atten-

tion to our competitive format
and add credibilityto our judging
system, I see a necessity for
scorecards. For the best utiliza-
tion of the scorecards, three site
officials would be needed, one
for each category. Their respon-
sibilitywould be to make sure the
judges scores are all within a

point of each other, to average
the scores at theirdesignated site
and to present the spectators
with the final averaged score on
a readily visible scorecard. This
will allow the public to view each
routines final score immediately
after its finish. Scorecards would
create a more expedient pro-
cedure to compute the final
results of the competition. The
audience will be better informed
by viewing the scores that are
displayed after each freestyle
routine.

Since its creation in 1979, the
FreestylePlayers Association has
come a long way in developing a
comprehensive evaluation
system. In this article, I have
made only suggestions which I
believe will further develop our

judging system to better evaluate
current state of the art freestyle.
In order to initiate change and to
make these or any othersugges-
tions a part of theofficial FPA
format it takes input from all the
members. The Forum is your
voice. If you agree or disagree
with what you read or have sug-
gestions of your own, write and
let all the members hear what
you have to say.

The staff and management of
World Disc always provides a
professionally run event. Players
spend more time preparing for
this tournament than any other,
but players are getting discour-
aged because of the small
amount of prize money offered.

This years tournament will be
held in San Jose at Spartan
Stadium. Spartan Stadium holds
22,000 people. The gate receipt
potential at Spartan is much
greater than that at Cabrillo Col-
lege. Freestyle is the major gate
attraction at World Disc. Last
year a majority of the crowd left
the stadium after freestyle. But
the major gate attraction re-
ceived less than 20 percent of
the total prize money offered.
Without freestyle, gate receipts
would decrease considerably,
and there would be far less prize
money for the other events.

World Disc has had a major
impacton the development of
freestyle as a professional sport.
However, the number of free-
stylers has declined steadily in
recent years. We feel this is a
result of the lack of incentive to
compete in major events like
World Disc (The difference per
player between 2nd and 8th
place was only $50 last year).
We would like to see the sport
grow, and we thinkthe manage-
ment of World Disc is interested
in increasing the popularity of
the sport also.

FRISBEE CATALOG: Free.
Write: Disc Covering the
World, P.O. Box 125, ‘Davis,
CA. 95617. (916) 756-DISC.

For these reasons, we hope
the management of World Disc
will agree to a meeting sometime
in the next month to discuss the
possibilityof a percentage of the
gate determining the amount of
prize money awarded to free-
style. A mutually agreeable solu-
tion could be reached through
such a meeting. World Disc is
ours, and many others favorite
tournament, but players may be
willing to make a sacrifice in
order to change things for the
better. We welcome any positive
or negative responses to this let-
ter at the address below.

Larry Imperiale
Jim Therhost

1063 Oleander Ct.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-244-1969

The following players agree
with the views expressed in this
letter:

Chip Bell
Tim Bratten
Joe Hudoklin
Rick Montgomery
Dick Smits
Jason Salkey
Jim Parks
Mark Regalbuti
Rick Rivett
Chris Ryan
B. Ryan
Bill Wright
Rick Castiglia
Doug Branigan

Do Women Still
Freestyle?

The declining rate of women
freestylers is alarming. Each year
more seem to disappear because
of disputes or lack of interest.
You see very few women are in-
to supporting any kind of
women’s movement in frisbee. I
guess it’s probably because they
lack the competitive spirit. Until
recently girls rarely participated
in sports at a young age so the
spirit doesn’t drive them like it
does guys. I would like to see
women get more involved so the
incentive for even more female
jammers would be present.

Signed,
Lonely

Caolyn Yabe free lance graphic artist
for rates call 303 493-4843

‘——‘—"—CLASSIFIEDS_“'_"_
ORIGINAL 80 MOLD. Blank,
white with gold rings. The‘
good plastic. Great for
shows, competition or col-
lection. $12.00. Original
Rose HDX with new copper

stamp, only 50 left, $15,00.
Minis $1.00, Variety pack of
4, $5.00. Send remittance to:
Tom Monroe, 617 Cleermont,
Huntsville, Al. 35801.

 
 

ORIGINAL FPA logo Discs
available. Support your
players organization. Send
$6 to: FPA, Box 2412, Ft. Col-
lins CO 80522. 

 AlternativeSports ad Fashions
-Discraft Discs and T-Shirts
-Foot Bags
-Skateboards
-Kites
-Snowboards
-Action Wear
-Fun Fashions

El Please send me a Free Catalog of
Sports and Fashions

Name
Address
CitylStateIZip

 

 

 484-6932

200 LINDEN
Ft. Collins. CO 80524

 



The Official
New World Tour Disc

(313) 421-4322
Discounts on Bulk orders Discruft Products
For Free catalogue Write: Box 215

} . Westlund, Michigan 48185




